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SMOOTH AND TOPOLOGICAL ALMOST CONCORDANCE
MATTHIAS NAGEL, PATRICK ORSON, JUNGHWAN PARK, AND MARK POWELL
Abstract. We investigate the disparity between smooth and topological al-
most concordance of knots in general 3–manifolds Y . Almost concordance is
defined by considering knots in Y modulo concordance in Y × [0, 1] and the
action of the concordance group of knots in S3 that ties in local knots. We
prove that the trivial free homotopy class in every 3–manifold other than the
3–sphere contains an infinite family of knots, all topologically concordant, but
not smoothly almost concordant to one another. Then, in every lens space and
for every free homotopy class, we find a pair of topologically concordant but
not smoothly almost concordant knots. Finally, as a topological counterpoint
to these results, we show that in every lens space every free homotopy class
contains infinitely many topological almost concordance classes.
1. Introduction
In this article we will exhibit and study an instance of the disparity between the
smooth and topological categories in dimension 4 by looking at concordance classes
of knots in a general 3–manifold, modulo the action of the concordance group of
knots in S3 that ties in local knots.
From now on Y will always denote a closed, connected, oriented 3–manifold,
and concordance of knots in Y will mean concordance in Y × [0, 1]. In both the
smooth and topologically locally flat categories there is an action of the concordance
group of knots in S3 on the set of concordance classes of knots in Y , given by local
knotting. If two knots are in the same orbit of this action, we call them almost
concordant (see Section 2 for precise definition). In either category, all knots in S3
are almost concordant to the unknot. Two smoothly almost concordant knots are
also topologically almost concordant. The goal of this article is to show that the
converse statement is emphatically not the case.
The main tool we use in this article to distinguish different smooth classes within
a single topological class is the Ozsva´th-Szabo´ τ invariant for knots in S3 [OS03].
In order to leverage the topology of Y and so manoeuvre into a situation where this
invariant is applicable, we develop several new covering link arguments. We also
make essential use of a 3–manifold embedding result due to the first author and H.
Boden [BN17, Lemma 2.11].
Our first main theorem shows that there is an infinite disparity between the
categories in every manifold Y 6= S3.
Theorem A. For every 3–manifold Y 6= S3, there exists an infinite family of
null homotopic knots K1,K2, . . . in Y that are all topologically concordant to one
another, but are mutually distinct in smooth almost concordance.
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The free homotopy class of a knot is preserved under both concordance and
almost concordance. As every knot in the infinite family of Theorem A is null
homotopic, it is natural to wonder what effect the homotopy class has on the
disparity between the categories. In this direction, our second main result shows
that, at least for all lens spaces Y , every homotopy class of (unbased) maps S1 → Y
exhibits the disparity.
Theorem B. Let Y = L(p, q), for gcd(p, q) = 1 and p > 1, and let x ∈ [S1, Y ]
be any homotopy class. Then there exist topologically concordant knots K and K ′
in Y representing the class x, that are distinct in smooth almost concordance.
A notable aspect of this theorem is the fact that the proof breaks up into four
cases, each of which seems to require a different technique. The first case, where x is
null homotopic, was covered by Theorem A. When Y 6= RP 3 and x is homotopically
essential, there are two cases: the case when x is order 2 and the case when the
order is greater than 2. For these, different covering link arguments are needed,
together with the τ invariant. Lastly, we give a completely distinct proof for the
case of the nontrivial free homotopy class in RP 3, using the Υ invariant of Ozsva´th-
Stipsicz-Szabo´ [OSS17].
In the course of developing the arguments for proving Theorems A and B, we
realised they could be adapted to work in an entirely topological context, in com-
bination with the Levine-Tristram signatures, to prove the following theorem, the
third main result of the article.
Theorem C. Let Y = L(p, q), for gcd(p, q) = 1, p > 1, and let x ∈ [S1, Y ] be
any homotopy class. Then there are infinitely many topological almost concordance
classes representing the class x.
It was conjectured that for any pair (Y, x), equal neither to (S3, e) nor to (S1 ×
S2, [S1×pt]), there are infinitely many topological almost concordance classes rep-
resenting x [FNOP16, Conjecture 1.3]. Theorem C confirms this conjecture for lens
spaces.
Context for our results. It was first observed independently in unpublished
work of Casson and Akbulut that there are knots which are topologically, but not
smoothly concordant; cf. [CG88, pp. 499, 502]. Topological concordances exhibiting
this phenomenon are always constructed using the topological embedding results
of Freedman [Fre82, FQ90, GT04]. The earliest smooth concordance obstructions
that do not obstruct topological concordance used the work of Donaldson [Don83],
but more modern arguments often obstruct smooth concordance using invariants
from Heegaard-Floer theory, such as the τ invariant [OS03].
The naive method for transferring such examples from S3 to any 3–manifold
does work. Precisely, take K and K ′ in S3 that are topologically but not smoothly
concordant in S3, and locally embed them in any 3–manifold Y . We use the afore-
mentioned Boden-Nagel embedding result to prove the following in Section 2.2.
Proposition 2.9. In both the smooth and topologically locally flat category, if two
local knots are concordant in a closed, oriented, connected 3–manifold Y , then they
are concordant in S3.
From this it is straightforward to argue that K,K ′ ⊂ Y are topologically but
not smoothly concordant in Y (see Corollary 2.11 for details). However, the results
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in this paper do not follow in this naive way from previous examples. Almost
concordance can be thought of as concordance in Y modulo concordance in S3, so
it is precisely local examples of this sort which are invisible to the coarser relation
of almost concordance. Hence the infinite families of examples we construct in this
paper are a genuinely new instance of the smooth versus topological concordance
phenomenon.
The study of concordance modulo local knotting for links began with Milnor’s µ
invariants for links in S3 [Mil57]. Versions of the µ invariants for knots in more
general 3–manifolds were constructed in [Mil95], [Sch03] and [Hec11]. The use of
covering link methods to study concordance of knots in general 3–manifolds was
explored in [HM77]. The connections between invariants of covering links and µ
invariants were investigated in [Gol78] and [Mur85].
More recently, specifically smooth almost concordance invariants were developed
in work of Celoria [Cel16]. Rolfsen [Rol85] showed that smooth almost concordance
is the same as PL I–equivalence of knots, so recent work of A. Levine [Lev16]
can also be viewed through the lens of smooth almost concordance. Topologi-
cal almost concordance was studied by three of the present authors together with
Friedl [FNOP16]. One of the main open questions left by these works was that of the
disparity between the categories, which we resolve here. We note that while Celoria
built an infinite family of knots, which he distinguished in smooth almost concor-
dance by a version of the τ invariant in lens spaces, the techniques of [FNOP16]
show that the knots in Celoria’s family are moreover distinguished in topological
almost concordance. Indeed the lifts of these knots from lens spaces L(p, 1) to S3
can be distinguished by their sets of pairwise linking numbers. Hence the families
of examples we construct in the present article are the first of their kind.
We close the introduction by highlighting the following challenge: for a 3–
manifold Y and for x ∈ [S1, Y ] homotopically essential, extend our Theorem B
to find infinitely many smooth almost concordance classes within a given topologi-
cal almost concordance class representing x.
Acknowledgements. The authors thank Arunima Ray for several helpful con-
versations. We are also grateful to the anonymous referees for the detailed and
thoughtful suggestions. JP thanks the Universite´ du Que´bec a` Montre´al for its hos-
pitality. MN and PO were supported by CIRGET postdoctoral fellowships. MP
was supported by an NSERC Discovery grant.
2. Basic constructions, covering links, and the τ invariant
Let Y be an oriented 3–manifold, and fix an orientation on S1. An embed-
ding L :
⊔
m S
1 →֒ Y , considered up to ambient isotopy, is called an m–component
link and a 1–component link is called a knot. We will sometimes write L ⊂ Y
as a shorthand for a link. A knot in Y is called the unknot if it bounds a 2–disc
in Y . A knot K ⊂ Y is called local if it lies inside a 3–ball D3 ⊂ Y . Given a knot
in S3 construct a knot in Y , by choosing a 3–ball in S3 that contains the knot, and
then embedding this 3–ball into Y via an orientation preserving embedding. We
next show that this inclusion of a knot in S3 as local knot in Y gives a one-to-one
correspondence (up to respective ambient isotopy).
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Lemma 2.1. Let Y be an orientable 3–manifold, and let K and J be two knots
contained in a 3-ball K, J ⊂ D3 ⊂ Y . Then the knots K, J are isotopic in Y if
and only if they are isotopic in the 3–ball D3.
Proof. First, we show that if K and J are isotopic in Y then they are also isotopic
in D3. Denote by ρt : Y → Y an ambient isotopy from K to J in Y . By scaling
in ρ1(D
3), we may assume that ρ1(D
3) ⊂ D3, and ρ1(K) is isotopic to J in D3.
Refine ρt even further: by the Schoenflies theoremD
3\Intρ1(D3) is an annulus S2×
I, and thus arrange that ρ1(D
3) = D3, while still preserving that ρ1(K) is isotopic
to J in D3. The isotopy between ρ1(K) and J can be extended to an ambient
isotopy that is supported entirely in the interior of D3. Thus change ρt one last
time to achieve that ρ1(D
3) = D3, and ρ1(K) = J .
Forget about the ambient manifold Y , and consider the restriction ρ1 : D
3 → D3.
By assumption this is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism ρ1 ∈ Diff+(D3).
What is left to prove is that K is isotopic to ρ1(K) = J in D
3, which follows from
the fact that the space Diff+(D3) is path-connected [Cer68].
The other direction is immediate as an isotopy between J and K in D3 embeds
to an isotopy in Y . 
For a knot J ⊂ S3 and n ∈ Z>0, we introduce the notation
nJ := J# . . .#J︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
.
For either CAT = Diff or Top, we define two links L0, L1 ⊂ Y to be CAT–
concordant if
(1) CAT = Diff: they are smoothly concordant, that is, if there is a smooth embed-
ding
⊔
m S
1 × I →֒ Y × I with the image of ⊔m S1 × {i} in Y × {i} and equal
to Li, for i = 0, 1.
(2) CAT = Top: they are topologically concordant, that is, if there is a locally flat
embedding
⊔
m S
1 × I →֒ Y × I with the image of ⊔m S1 × {i} in Y × {i} and
equal to Li, for i = 0, 1.
Write [U, V ] for the set of free (i.e. unbased) homotopy classes of maps U → V
between path connected topological spaces U, V , and write e ∈ [U, V ] for the class
of the constant map. For a 3–manifold Y and a class x ∈ [S1, Y ], define the
concordance set CCATx (Y ) to be the set of knots S1 ⊂ Y representing the class x, up
to CAT–concordance. Write CCAT := CCATe (S3) for the concordance group of knots
in S3. The connected sum of pairs (S3, J)#(Y,K) defines a new knot (Y, J#K),
which is freely homotopic to K in Y , since all knots in S3 are freely null homotopic.
Definition 2.2. For either CAT = Diff or Top, and for each pair (Y, x), the action
of local knots of the concordance group CCAT on the set CCATx (Y ) is defined by
CCAT × CCATx (Y )→ CCATx (Y ) ([J ], [K]) 7→ [J#K].
We say that two knots in CDiffx (Y ) are smoothly almost concordant if they lie in the
same orbit of the action of local knots, and we say that two knots in CTopx (Y ) are
topologically almost concordant if they lie in the same orbit of this action of local
knots.
Convention. Throughout this paper, in link diagrams, whenever a tangle is drawn
from left to right of the page, it is implicit that the diagram should be understood
as the closure of that tangle by the trivial braid.
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2.1. Basic constructions. Recall the following construction of the lens space L(p, q)
for p > 1 and 1 ≤ q < p coprime to p. Write
S3 =
{
(z1, z2) ∈ C2 : |z1|2 + |z2|2 = 1
}
.
The solid torus V = {(z1, z2) ∈ S3 | |z2|2 ≤ 12} and its complement give a genus 1
Heegaard splitting of S3. Define the map
f : S3 → S3; (z1, z2) 7→
(
z1 exp(2πi/p), z2 exp(2πiq/p)
)
.
The 3–manifold L(p, q) is obtained as the quotient space S3/ ∼ using the equiv-
alence relation z ∼ f(z). Note that f(V ) = V , and so we can consider the quo-
tient V/ ∼. The boundary ∂V = S1 × S1 inherits its product structure from C2.
The second factor bounds a disc in V and the first factor bounds in the comple-
ment V c of V . Identify V with S1 ×D2 by sending (z1, z2) ∈ V to (z1/|z1|, z2
√
2
)
.
Under this identification, the quotient map g : V → V/ ∼ is given by
g : V = S1 ×D2 → S1 ×D2; (t, z) 7→ (tp, t−qz).
We see that the boundary of a meridional disc of V c is mapped to a curve in
∂ (V/ ∼) = S1 × S1 that winds p times around the first S1 factor and −q times
around the second S1 factor; in other words, to a curve of slope −p/q. The orien-
tations are inherited naturally from C, explaining the minus sign on q.
−p/q
...
...Pℓ
... · · ·P Pℓ ...P q
p
Figure 1. A general link L in L(p, q) represented using a tangle P ,
as indicated. Below is its covering link L˜ in the universal cover S3.
The q–box denotes full twists involving all strands; the twists are
right-handed with respect to the left-to-right direction.
Lemma 2.3. Let L ⊂ L(p, q) and L˜ ⊂ S3 be the links depicted in Figure 1. Then
the link L˜ is the covering link of L in the universal cover S3. If L is moreover a
knot, with each strand in Figure 1 oriented from left to right, then L˜ is a gcd(ℓ, p)–
component link.
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Proof. The link L is contained in the solid torus U := S1×D2 ⊂ L(p, q), which is the
exterior of a neighbourhood of the −p/q surgery curve. The covering map g : V →
U , from above, is the composition of the maps
g : S1 ×D2 φ−→S1 ×D2 → S1 ×D2
(t, z) 7→ (t, t−qz)
(t, z) 7→ (tp, z).
The map φ is a diffeomorphism with inverse φ−1(t, z) = (t, tqz). The preimage of
the second map is obtained by taking the tangle P and stacking it p times.
The second statement is obtained from the first by a counting argument. By
viewing the tangle P as a permutation on the strands as we pass through it from
left to right in the diagram, define an element αL ∈ Sℓ the symmetric group on ℓ
letters. Because L is now assumed to be knot, αL is an ℓ–cycle as it has order ℓ.
Using the first part of the lemma, and noting that the q–box does not permute the
strands, we must now count how many disjoint cycles there are in (αL)
p. But it
is an elementary exercise in modular arithmetic that a length ℓ cycle raised to the
power p decomposes into gcd(ℓ, p) disjoint cycles, each of length ℓ/ gcd(ℓ, p). 
We will frequently use the following knots and links.
Definition 2.4. For a knot J ⊂ S3 and r, s ∈ Z, the (r, s) cable of J is the link Jr,s
in S3 on the boundary of the 0–framed closed tubular neighbourhood of J that
winds r times around the longitudinal direction and s times around the meridional
direction. The (r, s) torus link Tr,s in S
3 is the (r, s) cable of the unknot.
Note that for any J ⊂ S3 and any r, s ∈ Z, the number of components of Jr,s is
precisely d := gcd(r, s), and each component knot is a copy of J r
d
, s
d
. The Alexander
polynomial of the torus knot Tr,s is given by [Lic97, p. 119]
∆Tr,s(t) =
(trs − 1)(t− 1)
(tr − 1)(ts − 1) . (1)
For a knot J ⊂ S3, the Seifert genus g3(J) denotes the minimal integer g for
which J bounds an embedded oriented genus g surface in S3. For r, s > 0 coprime,
the Seifert genus of the (r, s) torus knot is (r − 1)(s − 1)/2, which follows from
Seifert’s inequality [Lic97, Proposition 6.13].
Definition 2.5. For any n > 0 and a knot J ⊂ S3, the J–box is the tangle diagram
such that the diagram in Figure 2 is the (n, 0) cable of J , where the strands are
oriented from left to right.
...
...J
n
Figure 2. The J–box is the tangle such that this diagram is the
(n, 0) cable of J , where the strands are oriented from left to right.
Definition 2.6. Given a knot J ⊂ S3, the Bing double BD(J) is the 2–component
link in S3 depicted in Figure 3 (a). The positive Whitehead double Wh+(J) is the
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knot depicted in Figure 3 (b). The negative Whitehead double Wh−(J) is the knot
depicted in Figure 3 (c).
J J J
(a) BD(J) (b) Wh+(J) (c) Wh−(J)
Figure 3. The Bing and Whitehead doubles of a knot J ⊂ S3.
These are invariant under orientation reversals.
For J ⊂ S3, both Wh+(J) and Wh−(J) have Alexander polynomial 1, so
by [Fre82] both of these knots are topologically concordant to the unknot U ⊂ S3.
Note as well that Wh−(−J) = −Wh+(J), where −J is a mirror image of J with
the orientation reversed.
2.2. Covering links. We will discuss some general behaviour of knots and links
under covering maps. Let π : Y˜ → Y be any covering (not necessarily of finite
degree).
Let J ⊂ D3 ⊂ Y be a local knot. The connected components D˜ of the preim-
age π−1(D3) each contain a unique connected component J˜ of L. Moreover, the
restriction π : (D˜, J˜) → (D3, J) is a homeomorphism. Recall the local knots in a
given 3–manifold are in natural one-to-one correspondence with knots in S3. In
particular we have shown that the local knots J ⊂ Y and J˜ ⊂ Y˜ correspond to the
same knot in S3 and that there are as many connected components of π−1(J) as
the degree of the cover π.
Let K ⊂ Y be a knot and write L := π−1(K) for the preimage of K. Suppose for
now that K is null homotopic. Then K is homotopic to a local knot J ⊂ D3 ⊂ Y .
Combining the observations of the previous paragraph with the homotopy lifting
property of π, we must have also that for each connected component K˜ of L, the
cover π : K˜ → K has degree 1. So L has as many connected components as the
degree of the cover π.
Now drop the assumption, in this discussion, that K be null homotopic. But
assume for the rest of this discussion that for each connected component K˜ ⊂ L, the
induced cover π : K˜ → K is of finite degree. For K˜ ⊂ L a connected component,
write d(K˜) for the degree of the induced cover π : K˜ → K. Let J be a knot
in S3. If we tie J into K, the component of L that was K˜ becomes the connected
component K˜#d(K˜)J ⊂ π−1(K#J). In particular, the connected components of
π−1(K#J) and of L are in one-to-one correspondence.
Fix either CAT = Diff or Top and let K ′ ⊂ Y be almost concordant to K,
with preimage π−1(K ′) =: L′. By definition, there exists some J ⊂ S3 such that
there is a concordance from K#J to K ′ in Y ; write this concordance as A =
S1 × I ⊂ Y × I. The preimage A˜ of A under the covering π × Id : Y˜ × I → Y × I
is such that A˜ ∩ (Y˜ × {0}) = π−1(K#J), and A˜ ∩ (Y˜ × {1}) = L′. Write ⋃i A˜i ⊂
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Y˜ × I, where A˜i denotes a connected component. Each A˜i is a concordance (as
opposed to some other surface), as can be seen by considering that the fundamental
group π1(A˜i) is isomorphic to an index d(K˜) subgroup of π1(Ai) ∼= Z, and is thus
isomorphic to Z. Define a bijection between the set of components of A˜ and the set
of components of π−1(K#J) by associating to each component A˜i the connected
component of π−1(K#J) appearing on its negative boundary. Similarly, we define a
bijection between the set of components of A˜ and of L′ using the positive boundaries.
Note that the components of π−1(K#J) are also in bijective correspondence with
the components of L, and so also the set of components of L and L′ have the same
cardinality.
We recall a result due to the first author and H. Boden [BN17, Lemma 2.11].
Lemma 2.7 (Boden-Nagel). Let Y be a 3–manifold and write N := ˜cl(Y \D3) for
the universal cover of Y with a 3–disc removed. Then there is a smooth embed-
ding φ : N →֒ S3.
Remark 2.8. The fact that the embedding φ is smooth was not discussed in [BN17,
Lemma 2.11], so we discuss it here. This is clear for prime manifolds by the construc-
tion of [BN17, Lemma 2.10]. For composite 3–manifolds, the problem of smoothing
reduces to the following: given two 3–manifolds M and N with smooth embed-
dings φM : M → S3, φN : N → S3 such that the images of these embeddings have
exactly a 2–sphere in common, we must arrange the smooth structure on M ∪S2 N
so that φM ∪S2 φN is a smooth map. Note that M and N are glued along a smooth
map. Furthermore, a normal bundle of S2 gives rise to a collar in M , and in N .
Use these collars to construct a smooth structure on M ∪S2 N [BJ82, Section 13.8]
and the resulting map φM ∪S2 φN will indeed be smooth.
This embedding result will be used in this article to transport a concordance in
a general 3–manifold into S3. For example, this embedding result can be used to
prove the following proposition.
Proposition 2.9. Let CAT = Diff or Top. For a closed, connected, oriented 3–
manifold Y , the natural map CCAT → CCATe (Y ), defined by embedding a knot K ⊂
S3 as a local knot in Y , is injective.
Proof. Denote the natural map from the set of knots in S3 to the set of knots in Y ,
given by sending a knot K ⊂ S3 to a local knot in Y , by ι. Suppose J, J ′ ⊂ S3
are such that ι(J) is concordant in Y via an annulus A ⊂ Y × [0, 1] to ι(J ′). There
is a 3–disc D3 ⊂ Y disjoint from the projection of A to Y . To see this, take
an arc running parallel to A, straighten it via isotopy in the complement of A to
be pt×[0, 1], then thicken the point to a 3–disc. We excise this 3–disc and write
N := cl(Y˜ \D3) for the closure of the universal cover. Apply Lemma 2.7 to obtain
an embedding φ : N →֒ S3. By the discussion above, any connected component
A˜ ⊂ N × [0, 1] of the preimage of A under the covering map is a concordance in
N from a connected component J˜ of the lift of ι(J) to a connected component
J˜ ′ of the lift of ι(J ′). The image of A˜ under φ × Id : N × [0, 1] → S3 × [0, 1] is
a concordance from φ(J˜) to φ(J˜ ′). But by the discussion above, each connected
component of the preimage of a local knot is that same local knot. So we obtain a
concordance between J and J ′ in S3 × [0, 1], as required. 
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Remark 2.10. In the special case that Y = S1 × S2, this result was later obtained
in [DNPR17, Theorem 2.5] using a different method. While the method in that
paper does not generalise to arbitrary 3–manifolds, it does extend from annuli to
any type of surface cobordism.
Corollary 2.11. In any closed, connected, oriented 3–manifold Y there is an infi-
nite family of knots K1,K2, . . . topologically concordant to the unknot but mutually
distinct in smooth concordance.
Proof. For S3 such families are known, and we construct one in Example 2.15. Take
any such family in S3 and embed it locally in Y . Suppose Ki,Kj ⊂ Y are knots
in this family, with i 6= j. The knots Ki and Kj are topologically concordant in
Y , as the topological concordance from Ki to Kj in S
3 can be locally embedded
in D3 × [0, 1] ⊂ Y × [0, 1]. The existence of a smooth concordance from Ki to Kj
is precluded by Proposition 2.9 as Ki is not smoothly concordant to Kj in S
3. 
Here is an observation that will be crucial in this article.
Proposition 2.12. Fix either CAT = Diff or Top and let K,K ′ ⊂ Y be almost
concordant. Let π : Y˜ → Y be a cover such that each connected component of
both π−1(K) =: L and π−1(K ′) =: L′ is unknotted in Y˜ . Then L is concordant
to L′.
Proof. For some J ⊂ S3, there is a concordance A from K#J to K ′. Choose a
connected component A˜ of the preimage π−1(A). By the discussion earlier in this
section, A˜ is a concordance from K˜#d(K˜)J to K˜ ′, where K˜ and K˜ ′ are connected
components of L and of L′ respectively. As K˜ and K˜ ′ are unknots, this is a
concordance in Y˜ from d(K˜)J to U .
Claim. The knot in S3 corresponding to the local knot d(K˜)J ⊂ Y˜ is concordant
to the unknot in S3.
(We prove this claim using an argument extremely similar to the proof of Propo-
sition 2.9. The reason this proposition cannot simply be applied directly is that, in
the current situation, the ambient 3–manifold Y˜ for the local knots d(K˜)J and U
is not necessarily compact.)
Take D3 ⊂ Y disjoint from the projection of A to Y . The concordance A˜ in the
cover Y˜ is disjoint from the preimage of D3 × [0, 1] under π. Hence A˜ lifts to the
universal cover of Y \ D3. Use Lemma 2.7 to embed the closure of the universal
cover of Y \ D3 into S3. We obtain a lift of the concordance A˜, now embedded
in S3 × [0, 1]. As both d(K˜)J and U are local knots, the components of their lifts
to the universal cover are again copies of d(K˜)J and of U respectively. So the
null concordance of d(K˜)J in Y˜ implies moreover that d(K˜)J is null concordant in
S3 × [0, 1], as required.
Consequently, each component K˜#d(K˜)J has a concordance to K˜ which is the
product concordance outside a 3–ball. Because of that, we can collect them into
a single simultaneous concordance A′ from π−1(K#J) to L in Y˜ × [0, 1]. We
note that if the concordances had not been local, we would not know whether the
individual concordances could be simultaneously used to construct an embedded A′.
Concatenating the concordances π−1(A) and A′ we obtain the required concordance
from L′ to L. 
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2.3. Rational concordance and the τ invariant. Two knots J1, J2 ⊂ S3 are
called rationally smoothly concordant if they are smoothly concordant in a rational
homology S3 × [0, 1], that is if there is a manifold with boundary (X,S3 × {0, 1})
and a smooth embedding S1× I →֒ X with the image of S1×{i} in S3×{i} equal
to Ji, for i = 0, 1, and H∗(X ;Q) = H∗(S3;Q). We write CDiffQ for the group of
knots in S3 considered up to rational smooth concordance.
Our main tool in this paper for obstructing the existence of smooth concordances
will be the τ invariant [OS03]. The τ invariant is a group homomorphism τ : CDiffQ →
Z, and via the natural forgetful homomorphism CDiff → CDiffQ it is also an invariant
of smooth concordance in S3. It has the property that τ(J) = τ(Jr), where −r
denotes the operation of taking the knot with the reversed orientation. The smooth
slice genus of a knot J ⊂ S3 is the minimal integer g such that there is a smoothly
embedded oriented genus g surface Σ ⊂ D4 with boundary J . The value |τ(J)|
is a lower bound for the smooth slice genus of J [OS03, Corollary 1.3]. It follows
that |τ(J)| is also a lower bound for the Seifert genus of J . It is shown in [OS03,
Corollary 1.7] that if r, s are coprime integers with r, s > 1, then there is the
following Ozsva´th-Szabo´ torus knot formula for the τ invariant: τ(Tr,s) = (r −
1)(s− 1)/2.
We recall a theorem about the τ invariant of positive Whitehead doubles, due
to Hedden [Hed07, Theorem 1.4], which we shall use later.
Theorem 2.13 (Hedden). The τ invariant of the positive Whitehead double of a
knot J in S3 is given by
τ(Wh+(J)) =
{
0 for τ(J) ≤ 0,
1 for τ(J) > 0.
In [VC10, Corollary 3], Van Cott generalises previous cabling results of Hed-
den [Hed09] to derive a general formula for the τ invariant of the cable of a
knot J ⊂ S3 in the case that g3(J) = ±τ(J).
Proposition 2.14 (Van Cott). Let J ⊂ S3 be a non trivial knot and let r, s be
coprime integers with r > 1.
(1) If g3(J) = τ(J) then τ(Jr,s) = r · τ(J) + (r − 1)(s− 1)
2
.
(2) If g3(J) = −τ(J) then τ(Jr,s) = r · τ(J) + (r − 1)(s+ 1)
2
.
Example 2.15. Consider Wh+(T2,3), the positive Whitehead double of the right-
handed trefoil T2,3. The Ozsva´th-Szabo´ torus knot formula gives τ(T2,3) = 1. Note
as well that there exists a genus 1 Seifert surface for Wh+(T2,3). As |τ | is a lower
bound for the Seifert genus, these facts combine to show that g3(Wh
+(T2,3)) = 1.
Now consider the family of knots Ji := Wh
+(T2,3)# · · ·#Wh+(T2,3), the i–fold
connected sum. As τ(T2,3) = 1, by Theorem 2.13, τ(Wh
+(T2,3)) = 1 and so τ(Ji) =
i and the Ji are mutually distinct in smooth concordance. The knots Ji are all
topological null concordant as they have Alexander polynomial 1; see e.g. [FQ90,
Theorem 11.7 B].
3. Diff versus Top for the null homotopic class in any 3–manifold
Assume for this section that Y 6= S3. Our goal is to prove the following theorem.
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Theorem A. For every 3–manifold Y 6= S3, there exists an infinite family of
null homotopic knots K1,K2, . . . in Y that are all topologically concordant to one
another but are mutually distinct in smooth almost concordance.
The theorem will be divided into two cases:
(1) The case when Y 6= RP 3, proved in Proposition 3.7.
(2) The case when Y = RP 3, proved in Proposition 3.8.
3.1. Proof of Theorem A when Y 6= RP 3.
Definition 3.1. Suppose K ⊂ Y and J ⊂ S3 are knots and that ψ is a choice of
framing for K. Then we define a knot KJ ⊂ Y as the image of the knot PJ ⊂
S1 × D2 from Figure 4 under the embedding S1 × D2 ⊂ Y determined by the
framing ψ. (The framing is intentionally suppressed from the notation, for brevity.)
J
Figure 4. A knot PJ in the solid torus, where the J–box denotes
tying the strands into the knot J .
We may undo the clasps of the knot PJ in Figure 4 by means of a free homotopy,
showing that PJ is freely null homotopic in S
1 ×D2. It follows that each knot KJ
is freely null homotopic in Y .
Let K ⊂ Y be a knot which is homotopically essential and choose J ⊂ S3 and
a framing ψ of K. In the universal cover π : Y˜ → Y write t : Y˜ → Y˜ for the
deck transformation corresponding to [K] ∈ π1(Y ). As KJ is null homotopic, the
discussion in Section 2.2 implies that for each component K˜ of π−1(KJ), the degree
of the covering K˜ → KJ is 1. Moreover, as [K] is nontrivial in π1(Y ), the deck
transformation t is nontrivial. This justifies the following definition.
Definition 3.2. Any choice of 2–component link K˜ ∪ t(K˜) ⊂ π−1(KJ) ⊂ Y˜ is
called a covering double of KJ .
Here is a key observation.
Proposition 3.3. Let K ⊂ Y and let π : Y˜ → Y be the universal cover. Write the
deck transformation corresponding to [K] ∈ π1(Y ) as t : Y˜ → Y˜ and assume that the
order of t is greater than two. Let ψ be any framing of K, let J ⊂ S3 be a knot, and
let K˜ ∪ t(K˜) be a covering double of KJ . Remove a 3–disc from Y away from KJ
and embed φ : π−1(cl(Y \D3)) →֒ S3 using Lemma 2.7. Then the 2–component link
φ(K˜ ∪ t(K˜)) ⊂ S3 is the Bing double BD(J).
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Proof. See Figure 5 for a picture of the embedded preimage φ(π−1(KJ)) ⊂ S3. The
?–boxes indicate the embedding φ may knot the ‘bands’ between the components in
an unknown manner in S3. But as this unknown knotting occurs band-wise it can
be removed by an isotopy when we restrict to a (2–component) covering double.
J J J
? ? ? ?· · · · · ·
Figure 5. The preimage π−1(KJ ) embedded in S
3 via φ. The
?–boxes indicate the possibility that φ may knot the ‘bands’ in an
unknown manner.

The following corollary is immediate.
Corollary 3.4. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 3.3 and let J1, J2 be knots
in S3. If the covering doubles K˜i ∪ t(K˜i) for KJi , i = 1, 2 are concordant to one
another in Y˜ , then BD(J1) is concordant to BD(J2).
Note that the conclusion of Proposition 3.3 is independent of the choice of ψ
that was made.
Lemma 3.5. Let K ⊂ Y such that [K] ∈ π1(Y ) is of order greater than 2, and fix a
framing ψ for K. For any two knots J, J ′ ⊂ S3, if KJ ,KJ′ ⊂ Y are smoothly almost
concordant then the Bing doubles BD(J) and BD(J ′) are smoothly concordant.
Proof. The preimage of any KJ in the universal cover Y˜ under the covering map,
has unknotted components. Suppose KJ ,KJ′ are smoothly almost concordant.
As their preimages in Y˜ have unknotted components, Proposition 2.12 implies
that these preimages are concordant in Y˜ . In particular, any choice of covering
doubles L1 ∪ L2 and L′1 ∪ L′2, for KJ and KJ′ respectively, are concordant. So, by
Proposition 3.3, BD(J) is concordant to BD(J ′). 
A crucial hypothesis for Proposition 3.3 is that the order of the deck transfor-
mation t is greater than two. The 3–manifolds with no elements of order greater
than 2 in their fundamental group form a very short list.
Proposition 3.6. If Y is a 3–manifold, then either π1(Y ) contains an element of
order greater than 2 or Y ∈ {S3, RP 3}.
Proof. If all the nontrivial elements of π1(Y ) are of order two then the group is
abelian because for any two elements a, b, we have aba−1b−1 = abab = (ab)2 = 1.
Hence since π1(Y ) is finitely generated, the group must be finite. The universal
cover of Y is therefore a simply connected closed 3–manifold, thus is S3 by the
geometrisation theorem. The possible fundamental groups of Y are then equal to
the finite abelian groups that act freely and isometrically on S3. The possible finite
groups were determined in [Hop26, §2] and are listed in [AFW15, Section 1.7]. Of
these groups, the only nontrivial abelian groups are the cyclic groups Cp for p ≥ 2.
Of course only the cyclic group C2 fails to contain an element of order greater
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than two. In particular we point out that
∏
m C2 does not occur as the fun-
damental group of a closed 3–manifold for m ≥ 2, as shown in [AFW15, Sec-
tion 1.11, Table 1.2]. The unique 3–manifold with fundamental group isomorphic
to C2 is RP 3. 
Fix a 3–manifold Y which is equal neither to S3, nor to RP 3. Choose a class g ∈
π1(Y ) of order at least three. Fix a representative knot K ⊂ Y of g and choose a
framing ψ for K. Write D = Wh+(T2,3) and define a family of knots
F := {KJ ⊂ Y | J ∈ {nD}∞n=1}.
Recall from Example 2.15 that the knots nD are all topologically null concordant.
Hence the knots in F are all topologically concordant to KU , where U ⊂ S3 is the
unknot, and thus are mutually topologically concordant. In particular, the knots
in F are mutually topologically almost concordant.
The next proposition completes the proof of Theorem A when Y 6= RP 3.
Proposition 3.7. The knots in the infinite family F are mutually distinct in
smooth almost concordance.
Proof. We recall an observation from Cha-Livingston-Ruberman [CLR08]. Given
a knot J ⊂ S3, consider the double cover of S3 branched over a component of the
Bing double BD(J). Write Jr for J with the reversed orientation. The preim-
age of the other component of BD(J) under the covering map is a 2–component
link with each component equal to J#Jr. Now if there is a smooth concor-
dance A1 ∪ A2 ⊂ S3 × [0, 1] from BD(J) to BD(J ′), we may consider the dou-
ble cover π : M → S3 × [0, 1], branched over a single component of that concor-
dance, A2, say. A Meier-Vietoris argument shows H∗(M ;Q) = H∗(S3;Q), and
hence a single component of the preimage π−1(A1) is a rational smooth concor-
dance from J#Jr to J ′#(J ′)r. As the τ invariant is a rational smooth concordance
invariant, a homomorphism, and does not change under orientation reversal, this
implies that τ(J) = τ(J ′). Combining this observation with Lemma 3.5, it now
suffices to recall from Example 2.15 that the knots nD ∈ S3, for n > 0, have the
property that τ(nD) 6= τ(mD) when n 6= m. 
We remark that the only features required of the family of knots from Exam-
ple 2.15 in order that they could be used in the proof above were that they are all
topologically concordant to the unknot, and that τ(nD) 6= τ(mD) when n 6= m.
As such, any family with these properties could have been used to define F and
prove the proposition.
3.2. Proof of Theorem A when Y = RP 3. Let J ⊂ S3 be a knot and now
write KJ ⊂ RP 3 and LJ ⊂ S3, to denote respectively the knot and the covering
link depicted in Figure 6. The proof that LJ is the covering link of KJ follows from
Lemma 2.3 as RP 3 = L(2, 1).
Label the components of LJ as L1 and L2. As L1 is unknotted, the double
branched cover of S3 over L1 is again S
3. Write L˜J ⊂ S3 for the preimage of L2
under this double branched cover. In Figure 7 we move the covering link LJ in to
a new form by an isotopy. From this new form it is straightforward to see that L˜J
is the second link drawn in Figure 7.
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J
−2
J J
1
Figure 6. The knot KJ in RP 3, and its covering link LJ in S3.
1
J
J
1
J
J
1
J
J
Figure 7. The link L˜J has 2 components, each a copy of 2J#2(J
r).
Now select one of the 2 components of L˜J , for example we take the component
highlighted in Figure 7. By following this strand around, we see that this component
is 2J#2Jr, where −r denotes the operation of taking the reversed orientation.
Write D = Wh+(T2,3) and define a family of knots
F ′ := {KJ ⊂ Y | J ∈ {nD}∞n=1}.
The knots in F ′ are mutually topologically concordant. In particular the knots
in F ′ are mutually topologically almost concordant.
Proposition 3.8. The knots in the infinite family F ′ are mutually distinct in
smooth almost concordance.
Proof. Suppose KJ ,KJ′ ∈ F ′ are smoothly almost concordant. Write π : S3 →
RP 3 for the universal cover. Then as LJ and L′J have unknotted components
we apply Proposition 2.12 to conclude that LJ and L
′
J are smoothly concordant.
Lifting to the double branched covers over the respective first components, there is
a smooth concordance from L˜J to L˜
′
J . Selecting one component of this concordance
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we obtain a rational concordance from 2J#2Jr to 2J ′#2(J ′)r. As the τ invariant
is a rational concordance invariant, a homomorphism, and does not change under
orientation reversal, it is thus sufficient to recall that the knots F ′ were constructed
using a family of knots nD with distinct τ invariants. 
4. Diff versus Top for any class in a lens space
We will now show that, at least for lens spaces, the distinction between smooth
and topological almost concordance is not restricted to the nullhomotopic class.
Indeed, in every free homotopy class in a lens space there is a distinction.
Theorem B. Let Y = L(p, q), for gcd(p, q) = 1, p > 1, and let x ∈ [S1, Y ] be
any free homotopy class. Then there exist topologically concordant knots K and K ′
in Y representing the class x, that are distinct in smooth almost concordance.
Note that the order of a free homotopy class x ∈ [S1, Y ] is always well-defined
despite the fact that [S1, Y ] is not a group. We divide Theorem B into four cases:
(1) The case when x is order 0 is covered by Theorem A.
(2) The case when x is neither order 0 nor 2, proved in Proposition 4.1.
(3) The case when x is order 2 and Y 6= RP 3, proved in Proposition 4.2.
(4) The case when x is order 2 and Y = RP 3, proved in Proposition 4.3.
A particularly neat covering link argument is possible in case (2), the generic case.
The argument is possible because of the way arithmetic modulo p interacts with
knot orientation reversal in this case. In case (3) we use the fact that τ is a smooth
slice genus lower bound together with a covering link argument. The argument for
case (4) requires a completely different method. This case is exceptional because,
unique among lens spaces L(2n, q), the preimage of a knot in L(2, 1) representing
the class of order 2 is a 1–component link in S3, i.e. a knot, so the covering link
argument of case (3) does not work, and a different approach is required.
4.1. Proof of Theorem B when x is not order 0 and Y 6= RP 3.
Proposition 4.1. Let x ∈ [S1, L(p, q)] have order different from 0 and 2. Then
there exist topologically concordant knotsK and K ′ representing x which are distinct
in smooth almost concordance.
Proof. Fix an identification π1(L(p, q)) ∼= Z/pZ by choosing an oriented meridian η
to the −p/q surgery curve in the surgery diagram defining L(p, q). Under this
identification [x] = ℓ for some 0 < ℓ < p, 2ℓ 6= p. For an integer a and a knot J ⊂ S3,
consider the curve K(J, a) ⊂ L(p, q) depicted in Figure 8. By Lemma 2.3, the
preimage ofK(J, a) in the universal cover is given by the second picture in Figure 8.
Choose a single component K˜(J, a) of the preimage.
Orienting K(J, a) to agree with the meridian η, and setting a = ℓ, we obtain a
knot K+(J, ℓ) representing x, for any J . Orienting the curve to disagree with the
meridian η and setting a = p − ℓ, we obtain a knot K−(J, p − ℓ) representing x,
for any J . Write −D = Wh−(−T2,3), U ⊂ S3 for the unknot and define d :=
gcd(ℓ, p) = gcd(p− ℓ, p).
Define four knots in L(p, q):
K+ = K+(U, ℓ), K
′
+ = K+(−D, ℓ), K− = K−(U, p− ℓ), K ′− = K−(−D, p− ℓ).
As −D is topologically null concordant, there are topological concordances K+ ∼
K ′+ and K− ∼ K ′−.
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−p/q
...
...Ja
...
· · ·
Ja
...
J q
p
Figure 8. The curve K(J, a) in L(p, q) and its preimage in S3.
Suppose that K+ is smoothly almost concordant to K
′
+. Comparing with Fig-
ure 8 we see that the covering links of K+ and K
′
+ each have gcd(ℓ, p + ℓq) com-
ponents, which is calculated to be gcd(ℓ, p + ℓq) = gcd(ℓ, p) = d components.
Restricting to a single component of each of the covering links, and recalling the
discussion in Section 2.2, there exists some Ĵ ⊂ S3 such that there is a smooth
concordance between the knots
(p(−D)) ℓ
d
,
p+ℓq
d
#
(p
d
)
Ĵ and T ℓ
d
,
p+ℓq
d
,
where d := gcd(ℓ, p). We now wish to use Van Cott’s cabling formulae 2.14. We
have already seen in Example 2.15 that τ(Wh+(T2,3)) = 1. Recall as well that
Wh−(−J) = Wh+(J) for any knot J ⊂ S3, so that Wh−(−T2,3) = −Wh+(T2,3).
As τ is a homomorphism from the knot concordance group, we conclude τ(−D) =
−1. There is a genus 1 Seifert surface for Wh−(−T2,3), so τ(−D) = −g(−D).
We may thus apply Van Cott’s cabling formulae, together with the Ozsva´th-Szabo´
torus knot formula, to calculate:
τ
(
(p(−D)) ℓ
d
,
p+ℓq
d
#
( p
d
)
Ĵ
)
= τ
(
T ℓ
d
,
p+ℓq
d
)
=⇒ ℓ
d
· τ(p(−D)) +
(
ℓ
d
− 1
)(
p+ℓq
d
+ 1
)
2
+ τ
(p
d
· Ĵ
)
=
(
ℓ
d
− 1
)(
p+ℓq
d
− 1
)
2
=⇒ ℓp
d
· τ(−D) + p
d
· τ(Ĵ) = 1− ℓ
d
=⇒ 1 ≡ ℓ
d
mod
p
d
.
Since 0 < ℓ
d
< p
d
, this final statement is equivalent to the statement that ℓ = d.
Recalling that d = gcd(ℓ, p), this is equivalent to the statement that ℓ divides p.
Suppose now that we also have that K− is smoothly almost concordant to K
′
−.
By exactly the same argument, we obtain the statement that p− ℓ divides p.
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As 0 < ℓ < p, at least one of ℓ and p − ℓ is greater than or equal to p/2.
Further, since they both divide p, it follows that at least one of them is p/2, which
implies that ℓ = p/2. But this contradicts our initial hypotheses, as x does not
have order 2. Hence either K+ is not smoothly concordant to K
′
+, or K− is not
smoothly concordant to K ′−. Either way, we obtain a pair of knots as claimed in
the statement of the proposition. 
Proposition 4.2. Suppose n > 1 and let x ∈ [S1, L(2n, q)] be the element of
order 2. Then there exist topologically concordant knots K and K ′ in L(2n, q)
representing x which are distinct in smooth almost concordance.
Proof. For a knot J ⊂ S3 define a knot KJ in L(2n, q) as in Figure 9. This knot
−2n/q
...
...
W (J)
n
JW (J) :=
W (J) = Wh+(J)
Figure 9. The knot KJ ⊂ L(2n, q) representing the element x of
order 2. In the left-hand diagram, the strands are oriented from
left to right.
winds algebraically n times around the surgery curve for L(2n, q) and so represents
the element of order 2 in [S1, L(2n, q)]. Note that closing off the W (J)–box, as
indicated in Figure 9, results in the positive Whitehead double of J .
Write K˜J for the link in S
3 obtained as the covering link of KJ under the univer-
sal cover. Applying Lemma 2.3 to KJ , we see there are gcd(n, 2n) = n components
of K˜J . Each component of K˜J intersects any given W (J)–box in either 0 or 2
points (although a given component might hit multiple boxes), showing that these
boxes do not affect the knotting of a single component of K˜J . Thus the compo-
nents of K˜J are torus knots T (1, 2 + q), i.e. are unknotted. Now we choose a two
component sublink LJ ⊂ S3 of K˜J , consisting of two adjacent strands. The possi-
bilities are depicted in Figure 10. We wish to perform band moves as indicated in
Figure 10. In order to do so, first reverse the orientation on one of the link compo-
nents touched by the band. Call the resulting link L̂J . Now perform the indicated
band move. When n = 2, the band move determines a smoothly embedded sur-
face Σ(J) ⊂ S3×[0, 1] between L̂J and the connected sum 2Wh+(J)#2(Wh+(J))r.
When n > 2, the band move determines an embedded smooth surface from L̂J to
Wh+(J)#Wh+(J). In both cases, Σ(J) is a pair of trousers.
Suppose J ⊂ S3 is such that KJ and KU are smoothly almost concordant
where U ⊂ S3 is the unknot. As the components of the covering links are un-
knotted, we may apply Proposition 2.12 to conclude that the covering links K˜J
and K˜U are smoothly concordant. Form the link LJ and note that it is concor-
dant to a 2–component sublink of K˜U . Any 2–component sublink of K˜U is a torus
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W (J) W (J) ...
q
W (J)
...
· · ·
W(J)W(J)
.
.
.
W(J)
.
.
.
· · ·
W (J) W (J) W (J) W (J) q
Figure 10. 2–component sublinks LJ of K˜J when n = 2 and
when n > 2. Each case has a single band move, that can only
be performed after orientation reversal on one strand. Before the
band move, in the top figure the orientations run from left to right,
while in the bottom figure the orientations run clockwise.
AΣ(J) Σ′
L̂J Û
Σ
Figure 11. The genus one surface Σ.
link T2,q+2. Form the link L̂J by reversing the orientation on one component of LJ .
Reverse the orientation on the corresponding component of the concordance and
on the corresponding component of K˜U to obtain a concordance A ⊂ S3 × [0, 1]
from L̂J to a 2–component link Û . Choose some band move on Û which results in
the unknot and write Σ′ ⊂ S3× [0, 1] for the surface which is the trace of that band
move. Concatenate smoothly embedded surfaces as follows:
Σ := Σ(J) ∪
L̂J
A ∪
Û
Σ′ ⊂ S3 × [0, 1],
drawn schematically in Figure 11. Cap off the unknotted end of Σ by an unknot-
ted D2 ⊂ D4. The capped off surface Σ ∪ D2 is a smoothly embedded genus 1
surface in the 4–ball that bounds
2Wh+(J)#2(Wh+(J))r when n = 2,
Wh+(J)#Wh+(J) when n > 2.
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−2
J
Figure 12. The knot KJ in L(2, 1). The orientations run from
left to right.
Now we set J = Wh+(T2,3). Recall the absolute value of the τ invariant is a
lower bound for the smooth slice genus. We have already seen that τ(Wh+(T2,3)) =
1, so by Theorem 2.13 we have τ(Wh+(J)) = τ(Wh+(Wh+(T2,3))) = 1. Hence
τ(2Wh+(J)#2(Wh+(J))r) = 4 and τ(Wh+(J)#Wh+(J)) = 2. In each case, this
contradicts the existence of a smoothly embedded genus 1 slicing surface. This
contradiction shows that KJ is not smoothly almost concordant to KU . However,
the positive Whitehead double of a knot is always topologically concordant to the
unknot, so KJ and KU are topologically concordant. 
4.2. Proof of Theorem B when x is order 2 and Y = RP 3. We will make
an argument using the Ozsva´th-Stipsicz-Szabo´ Υ invariant [OSS17] as the tool to
distinguish the smooth almost concordance classes when Y = RP 3 and x is of
order 2. We recall some features of this invariant. For a knot J ⊂ S3 there is
a certain piecewise linear function ΥJ : [0, 2] → R such that ΥJ(0) = ΥJ(2) = 0
and ΥJ(t) = ΥJ(2− t). The Υ invariants define a group homomorphism from CDiff
to the group of R–valued continuous functions on [0, 2]. When the slope of ΥJ(t)
is defined, it is an integer [OSS17, Proposition 1.4].
Proposition 4.3. Let x ∈ [S1, L(2, 1)] be the element of order 2. Then there exist
topologically concordant knots K and K ′ representing x which are distinct in smooth
almost concordance.
Proof. Let J ⊂ S3 be a knot and consider the knot KJ in L(2, 1), depicted in
Figure 12. Since KJ passes an odd number of times through the surgery curve it
represents the class x. By Lemma 2.3, the preimage of KJ in the universal cover is
the (3, 11) cable of J#J in S3. Now write D := Wh+(T2,3) and U for the unknot
in S3. Note that as D is topologically concordant to U , KD is topologically con-
cordant to KU . We claim they are not smoothly almost concordant. Suppose, for a
contradiction, that there exists a knot Ĵ ⊂ S3 such thatKD is smoothly concordant
to KU#Ĵ . Then, lifting to the universal cover S
3, there is a smooth concordance
between (D#D)3,11 and T3,11#Ĵ#Ĵ . Thus there is a smooth concordance between
(D#D)3,11#− T3,11 and Ĵ#Ĵ . We prove below, in Proposition 4.4, that the slope
of the Υ invariant of (D#D)3,11# − T3,11 is constantly 5 when 25 < t < 23 . In
particular this is an odd number, whereas the slope of the Υ invariant of Ĵ#Ĵ must
be even for all t ∈ [0, 2] where the slope is defined, as Υ is additive under con-
nected sum. This contradiction shows that KD and KU are not smoothly almost
concordant in L(2, 1). 
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It remains to calculate the claimed Υ invariant slope that we just used. To do
so, we will need some further ideas from Heegaard-Floer homology.
Write ĤF to denote the ‘hat’ version of Heegaard-Floer homology [OS04]. A
rational homology sphere X is an L–space if rk(ĤF (X)) = |H1(X ;Z)|. A knot J ⊂
S3 is called an L–space knot if there exists n ∈ Z>0 such that n–framed surgery
on S3 along J returns an L–space. By [Mos71, Proposition 3.2], for any r, s > 0
coprime, there exists n ∈ Z>0 such that n–framed surgery on S3 along the torus
knot Tr,s is a lens space. By [OS05, Proposition 2.3], all lens spaces are L–spaces,
so any such torus knot is an L–space knot.
In [HW16], Hom and Wu define a non-negative integer valued smooth concor-
dance invariant ν+ for knots in S3. Following M. H. Kim and K. Park [KP16], we
say that two knots J, J ′ ⊂ S3 are ν+–equivalent if
ν+(J#− J ′) = ν+(−J#J ′) = 0.
By [OSS17, Proposition 4.7], ν+-equivalent knots have the same Υ function.
Proposition 4.4. Let D denote the positive Whitehead double of the right handed
trefoil T2,3. Then for
2
5 ≤ t ≤ 23 ,
Υ(D#D)
3,11
#−T3,11(t) = −4 + 5t
Proof. We calculate the Υ invariants of the individual connected summands and
the result will follow since Υ is a group homomorphism from CDiff → Z to R–valued
continuous functions on [0, 2].
For an L–space knot J , the Υ invariant can be calculated as follows. Write
the symmetrised Alexander polynomial of J as
∑n
k=0(−1)ktαk where {αk}nk=0 is
a decreasing sequence of integers. Define another sequence of integers {mk}nk=0
by m0 := 0, m2i+1 := m2i−1 and m2i+2 := m2i+1+1+2(α2i+2−α2i+1), for i ≥ 0.
By [OSS17, Theorem 6.2], the Υ invariant of K is then given by
ΥJ(t) = max
{i|0≤2i≤n}
{m2i − tα2i}.
Claim.
ΥT3,11(t) = −10t where 0 ≤ t ≤ 23 .
To show this, we begin by using Equation (1) to calculate:
∆T3,11 = 1− t+ t3 − t4 + t6 − t7 + t9 − t10 + t11 − t13 + t14 − t16 + t17 − t19 + t20.
Symmetrise this polynomial by multiplying with t−10. With this symmetrised poly-
nomial, and the above method of [OSS17, Theorem 6.2], the remainder of the cal-
culation is a straightforward but lengthy optimisation problem. In particular, on
the interval [0, 23 ] this calculation results in the Υ invariant −10t, completing the
proof of the claim.
Claim.
Υ(D#D)
3,11
(t) = −4− 5t where 25 ≤ t ≤ 1.
To show this, we begin by citing the fact that the ‘infinity’ version of the
Heegaard-Floer knot chain complex (see [OS04, Ras03]) of D#D is filtered chain
homotopy equivalent to that of T2,5 up to an acyclic complex [HKL16, Proposition
6.1]. As observed in [KP16, Example 2.3] this implies that D#D and T2,5 are ν
+–
equivalent. Now [KP16, Theorem B] states that if P is a pattern in the solid torus
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with nonzero winding number then taking satellite knots using the pattern P pre-
serves ν+–equivalence. Taking the (3, 11) cable of knot in S3 corresponds to such
a satellite operation. So (D#D)3,11 and (T2,5)3,11 are ν
+–equivalent. In particular
they have the same Υ invariant. It remains to calculate the Υ invariant of (T2,5)3,11.
In [Hed09, Theorem 1.10] it is shown that if J ⊂ S3 is an L–space knot and s ≥
r(2g3(J) − 1) then the (r, s) cable Jr,s is an L–space knot. As T2,5 is an L–space
knot, and g3(T2,5) = 2, so (T2,5)3,11 is an L–space knot as 11 > 3(2 · 2 − 1).
Combining Equation (1) with the formula in [Sei50, Theorem II] for the Alexander
polynomial of a satellite knot, we calculate
∆(T2,5)3,11(t)
=∆T2,5(t
3) ·∆T3,11(t)
= 1− t+ t6 − t7 + t11 − t−13 + t15 − t16 + t16 − t19 + t21 − t25 + t26 − t31 + t32.
Symmetrise this polynomial by multiplying with t−16. The remainder of the calcu-
lation is another straightforward but lengthy optimisation problem. On the inter-
val [ 25 , 1] this calculation results in the Υ invariant −4 − 5t, completing the proof
of the claim, and of the proposition. 
5. Topological almost concordance in lens spaces
We will now restrict ourselves entirely to the topological category and adapt the
ideas so far developed in the paper in order to prove the following theorem, which
confirms that [FNOP16, Conjecture 1.3] holds for any free homotopy class in any
lens space.
Theorem C. Let Y = L(p, q), for gcd(p, q) = 1, p > 1, and let x ∈ [S1, Y ] be any
free homotopy class. Then there are infinitely many topological almost concordance
classes in CTopx (Y ).
Before we prove the theorem, we recall some results about Levine-Tristram sig-
natures of torus knots. Let J be a knot in S3, and let A be any choice of integral
Seifert matrix for J . For any ω ∈ C with |ω| = 1, the Levine-Tristram signature is
defined to be
σω(J) := sgn
(
(1− ω)A+ (1− ω)AT ) ∈ Z,
where the bar denotes complex conjugation, the T denotes matrix transposition,
and ‘sgn’ denotes taking the signature of a hermitian matrix. The value σω(J)
is independent of the choice of Seifert matrix A. The function σω(J) : S
1 → Z is
continuous (and therefore constant) away from the set of roots of the Alexander
polynomial ∆J(t), where it may ‘jump’ by an even integer. In particular this
implies that σω(J) ∈ 2Z when ∆J (ω) 6= 0. For ω ∈ S1 and t ∈ (−ε, ε), write ωt =
ω · exp(2πit) and define the jump function to be
jJ : S
1 → 2Z; jJ(ω) := lim
t→0+
(
σωt(J)− σω−t(J)
)
.
Writing SJ for the unit circle with the roots of ∆J(t) removed, there is equal-
ity σω(J#J
′) = σω(J)+σω(J
′) for ω ∈ SJ ∩S′J ; moreover the signature σω(J) of a
knot J vanishes on SJ if J is topologically concordant to the unknot. See [Lev69,
§25] for proof of these last two facts.
Recalling the Alexander polynomial of the (r, s) torus knot from Equation (1),
the set of possible jump points for the signature function σω(Tr,s) is the set of (rs)th
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roots of unity which are neither rth roots of unity, nor sth roots of unity. For 0 <
N < rs− 1, write jr,s(N) := jTr,s(exp(2πiN/rs)) and
L(N) := {(i, j) | ir + js = N, 0 ≤ i ≤ s, 0 ≤ j ≤ r}.
We will make use of the following theorem, originally due to Litherland [Lit79], but
in a form derived by Collins in [Col10, §3].
Theorem 5.1 (Litherland). For 0 < N < rs−1, such that N is neither a multiple
of r, nor of s, the jump function of the (r, s) torus knot is
jr,s (N) =
{
+2 if |L(N)| = 1,
−2 if |L(N)| = 0,
and these are the only possibilities.
We now have enough background to prove Theorem C.
Proof of Theorem C. The case of x the null homotopic class was already proved
in [FNOP16, Theorem 1.5]. We shall therefore proceed by assuming that x is
not null homotopic. We choose an oriented meridian to the −p/q surgery curve
in Figure 1, which determines an isomorphism π1(L(p, q)) ∼= Z/pZ, under which
identification we have [x] =: ℓ, where 0 < ℓ < p. For n ≥ 0, let Kn,ℓ be the link in
Y that is described in Figure 13, with the orientation of the strands agreeing with
the chosen orientation on the meridian of the surgery curve.
−p/q
· · ·...
...
ℓ
n
Figure 13. The link Kn,ℓ in L(p, q), which is a copy of the torus
link Tℓ,n drawn in a neighbourhood of the standard meridian to
the −p/q surgery curve.
When Kn,ℓ is moreover a knot, it clearly represents the free homotopy class x,
by construction. The link Kn,ℓ is a knot if and only if the number of meridional
twists ℓ is coprime to the number of longitudinal twists n. The set
A := {n | gcd(ℓ, n) = 1, n > 0}
is infinite, and we will show that the knots in the infinite family {Kn,ℓ}n∈A belong
to mutually distinct topological almost concordance classes.
Let L˜n,ℓ in S
3 be the covering link of Kn,ℓ. Then by Lemma 2.3, L˜n,ℓ is
the torus link Tℓ,pn. Writing d := gcd(ℓ, p), note that when gcd(ℓ, n) = 1, we
have gcd(ℓ, pn) = d and so L˜n,ℓ is a d–component link. For each n ∈ A, fix
a preferred component K˜n,ℓ of the covering link L˜n,ℓ and note that K˜n,ℓ is the(
ℓ
d
, pn+ℓq
d
)
torus knot.
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Fix any n1, n2 ∈ A, with n1 < n2. Suppose, for a contradiction, that Kn1,ℓ
is topologically almost concordant to Kn2,ℓ. Write ∼ to indicate the relation of
topological concordance. As the degree of the covering from K˜n1,ℓ to Kn,ℓ is p/d,
the discussion in Section 2.2 implies there exists a knot J in S3 such that
K˜n1,ℓ#
(p
d
)
J ∼ K˜n2,ℓ.
Equivalently, using a minus sign to denote taking the mirror image and reversing
the orientation, the knot K := K˜n1,ℓ#
(
p
d
)
J#− K˜n2,ℓ is concordant to the unknot.
Set S to be the unit circle S1 ⊂ C but with the roots of the Alexander polynomials
of K˜n1,ℓ, K˜n2,ℓ, and of J removed. Combining several properties of Levine-Tristram
signature which we have discussed, for all ω ∈ S we obtain an equality
σω(K˜n1,ℓ) +
p
d
· σω(J) = σω(K˜n2,ℓ). (2)
We will need the following claim.
Claim. For n ∈ A, the least t > 0 such that the Levine-Tristram signature of K˜n,ℓ
has a non-zero jump at ω = exp(2πit) is t = d
2
ℓ(pn+ℓq) . Moreover, this jump is +2
when ℓ divides p, and −2 otherwise.
To see the claim, consider that by Theorem 5.1 non-zero jumps occur exactly
at the points exp(2πit) when t = N
rs
, with N, r, s as in Theorem 5.1. In our case
(r, s) =
(
ℓ
d
, pn+ℓq
d
)
. The least t > 0 returning a jump point happens when N = 1,
implying t = 1
rs
= d
2
ℓ(pn+ℓq) at this point, as claimed. To show the second part of
the claim, suppose
i ·
(
ℓ
d
)
+ j ·
(
pn+ ℓq
d
)
= 1
for 0 ≤ i ≤ pn+ℓq
d
and 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ
d
. Then either (i, j) = (0, 1) or (i, j) = (1, 0)
as i, j ≥ 0 and ℓ/d, (pn+ℓq)/d are integers. In the first case this implies pn+ℓq = d,
which leads to a contradiction as p, q > 1. In the second case this implies ℓ = d,
so that ℓ divides p. Hence |L(1)| = 1 if and only if ℓ divides p, and |L(1)| = 0
otherwise. By Theorem 5.1, the claim is proved.
Recall that n1 < n2, so the claim implies the first jump point occurs at a
smaller t–value for K˜n2,ℓ than for K˜n1,ℓ. With this in mind, choose ω0 = exp(2πit0) ∈
S such that
d2
ℓ(pn2 + ℓq)
< t0 <
d2
ℓ(pn2 + ℓq)
+ ε
for small ε > 0. Choose ε so that at t0 the first jump has occurred for K˜n2,ℓ, but not
for K˜n1,ℓ. Such a choice is possible as S is dense in S
1. Inputting this information
to Equation (2), we obtain that 0 + p
d
· σω0(J) = ±2. Recalling that σω0(J) ∈ 2Z,
this implies that p = ±d. But as d = gcd(ℓ, p) > 0, this implies that p divides ℓ,
which is a contradiction as ℓ < p. 
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